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 Teasing: It’s Complicated
 Bullying
 Communicating with Other
Parents
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Managing Conflicts



Conflict arrives in our lives in a myriad of ways. Some things to remember:


This situation (good or bad) is a MOMENT, not a LIFETIME.



You are not responsible for fixing everything. Just listen at first!



Behavior and attitude shifts take time. Be patient with yourself and your student.



Conflict management is a complex, critical, and an ever-evolving skill to acquire.

“If you have no conflict in your life,
one of two things are true: you’re
dead or you’re not paying
attention to the people around
you.”

- Dr. Bryan Harris, Casa Grande School District in Arizona
(DLBP pg 75)

LANDMINE: Attentive Listening


Adults often want to “help” by sharing advice or things that could be done differently.


STOP!! RESIST!! DON’T DO IT!!



Review listening principles from last week, pg 68 & 69.




Create a safe space for their thoughts and feelings to be heard without interruption or
judgement.

If your young person shares a problem with you, respond by first asking if they want only to
vent or if they’re looking for advice and help in solving their problem.


You can help them process their emotions and thoughts by asking them curious questions
(pg 69) if they’re looking for more than a sounding board.
From DLPB pg 75

Barriers to Conflict Resolution


We all have different personal reasons to hide feelings of anger, vulnerability, frustration, etc.



We don’t always know how to effectively share our feelings in a way that constructively
addresses the problem



Success in a disagreement is often defined subconsciously as
1. Being in complete agreement with each other
2. Dominating the other party and “winning” the argument



Students learning virtual environments will have less contact and less opportunities to
interact with peers and resolve conflicts. Many have reported “it’s just not worth it” to put
forth the effort  leading to less interest in and commitment to school

3 Strategies for Conflict Resolution
Strategy #1: if YOU are preparing to have a difficult conversation:


Prep ahead of time and know what you want to convey.



Keep it short and don’t repeat yourself.



Focus on your top 3 non-negotiables.



Be strategic about when / where you plan conversation.

3 Strategies for Conflict Resolution
Strategy #2: if you are helping your STUDENT navigate conflict:


Learn & utilize the SEAL technique – Stop, Explain, Affirm & Admit, Lock



STOP: Take a deep breath. What can you do right now to make problem smaller?



Explain: Take your bad feelings and put them into very specific words – what don’t you
like and what do you need instead?



Affirm & Admit: Affirm that both parties have the right to be treated with dignity. Admit
whatever part you play in the conflict.



Lock: Lock In, Pause the relationship, or Lock Out

DLPB pg 76-78

SEAL Technique




The “lock” step option of “lock out” can be especially difficult for young people.


How do you decide to not be friends any longer with someone?



What does it look like to not be friends with someone but still treat them with dignity?



We want to empower our students to recognize signs of an unhealthy relationship and be
able to walk away.



Sibling conflict requires the “lock out” choice to look different – can go days without talking,
new rules around personal space, changes in boundaries, etc.

New skills are always awkward and always require practice! Don’t give up, continued practice
builds confidence!

3 Strategies for Conflict Resolution
Strategy #3: if the conflict is within your FAMILY:


Wait until parties are relatively calm and explosive feelings have passed.



Each person gets 2 minutes to explain what is bothering them, why, and what they
want to change.



The other party must listen and NOT interrupt.



Then the other person gets a chance to speak for 2 uninterrupted minutes.



A round of CURIOUS QUESTIONS can be asked by the conflicting parties or an
independent family member mediator.



Each party has 1 minute to articulate what they heard and what they can commit to
do to improve the situation


You can only be responsible for your own actions!

DLPB pg 78

Friendships in COVID-19


Friendships can be everything to a young person.



Friendships teach us how to stay in a relationship with people we care about, how to
maintain personal boundaries, and how to process the experience of growing up.



Having one friend that truly “gets us” is more valuable than an entire crew who we can’t
always depend on.



If I express my anger… what if it ends the friendship or the circle kicks me out?


Right now, young people may feel they have to hold onto the friends they do have since
there are so few opportunities to meet and connect with new people.

Friendships in COVID-19


Young people maintain different friendships in different ways: group chats, texts, social
media, in person talking, via phone, video calls, etc. ALL MATTER EQUALLY!



Digital connection is as vital as in person connection for young people. It’s all they have!


Some friends choose to “parallel play” – study, watch movies, do projects simultaneously



Some prefer to hang out after class in a video chat



Some friends prefer to connect over online games / shared video gaming



Remaining mindful of healthy tech use, set rules together for responsible electronics time.



If you’re concerned about your student building / maintaining healthy friendships, consider
The Friendship Bill of Rights, DLPB pg 81.

Teasing: It’s Complicated


With most of our interaction moved online, our students have more opportunities for
miscommunications but fewer opportunities to figure out misunderstandings in person.



Teasing can be the glue in a relationship OR it can make a person feel unsafe and resentful





Good Teasing: makes you feel closer to the other person, is never meant to hurt your
feelings or put you down, you can always say something and it will stop



Annoying Teasing: you feel weak or too sensitive to ask for it to stop, if you say you don’t
like it the other person won’t take you seriously



Hurtful Teasing: done on purpose to make you feel bad, gets worse if you ask for it to
stop, happens in public, is relentless

How teasing is defined is ALWAYS up to the person being teased

Bullying


Definition: Bullying is a form of deliberate aggression with the following 3 characteristics:


It is intentional.



It involves a power imbalance between an aggressor and a victim (physical
differences, social differences, or other differences which make it difficult for the
victim to defend themself).



It is repetitive in nature and occurs over time – in person, in writing, online.

Bullying: More to Consider


Important Definitions & Distinctions:


RUDE: unintentionally excluding, isolating, or hurting someone’s feelings



MEAN: intentionally excluding, isolating, or hurting someone’s feelings



DRAMA: is a conflict between people that is entertaining to everyone else but still hurtful to
the people involved



BULLYING: is repeatedly abusing power against another person



Always try to separate the behavior from the person performing the behavior.



Don’t wait until there is a problem to start a discussion with your child – set boundaries, give clear
expectations of behavior, and practice responses to rude, mean, dramatic, or bullying behavior

Bullying: Create a Family Plan


Create your family plan (DLPB pg 86):


Create clear family definitions about what mean, rude, and bullying behavior are



Based on those definitions, make clear guidelines on appropriate online conduct



Determine and agree on consequences



Create a list of things your child could experience online; if any of those things happen, your
child agrees to tell you



Ask your child to screenshot or record any abusive content or behavior



Keep a list of your child’s websites, log ins, and passwords

Bullying: What to Say… or Not


If your child shares a problem with you,
GREAT things to say are:



If your child shares a problem with you, DO
NOT say:



I’m so sorry



They’re just jealous!



Thank you for trusting me enough to tell
me



Be nice. S/He probably likes you!



S/He probably comes from a bad
home. You should feel sorry for them.



Are you sure? Maybe you took it the
wrong way.



Use your words.



Just ignore them. Walk away.



It’s no big deal.



I’m going to help you think this through
so you can come up with a plan to feel
more in control

DLPB pg 87

Bullying: What to Say… or Not
I’m going to tell you, but you have to promise not to do anything.


You don’t want to make a promise it’s not in your child’s best interest to keep.



Consider “I wish I could make that promise, but I can’t. But I can promise that if you tell me
something where we need to talk to another adult, we can decide together who is the best
person to talk to. And we will do it in a way that makes you feel safer and that you are confident
we are working together to make the problem better.”



Don’t ever say, “Why did you wait so long to tell me?!” Even if you don’t mean it in an
accusatory way, it will likely cause shame and be counterproductive to their self advocacy in the
future.

Communicating with Other Parents


You don’t have to be best friends! But it is overwhelmingly helpful if you’re able to work
together.



As your social world gets smaller with quarantine, the better relationships you can maintain, the
less alone you will feel. Give other parents and adults the benefit of the doubt!



Don’t compare! Social Media is not a true reflection of anyone’s life.



Always try to approach other parents and respond to them with empathy.



Trying to be perfect only distracts us from being the parents our children need us to be.



Be a good role model for your student: practice the SEAL conflict resolution technique, don’t
gossip and never dismiss others’ experiences or feelings.

Communicating with Other Parents


When you have a disagreement with another parent, consider the following (pg 89):


Text or email to ask them when a good time to talk would be



Thank them for taking the time to talk to you



Explain specifically why you’re reaching out, what happened, and what you’d like to
happen instead



Acknowledge that you may not have the whole story or may have parts wrong



Welcome any information to help you understand the situation better



Set up a time for checking back in to see if the situation has improved



Thank them for listening



Assure them they can reach out to you any time

Pod Teaching: Learning Pods

We will not cover Learning Pods in this workshop.

Please see pages 90-97 in The Distance Learning
Playbook for Parents, if interested

Resource Highlights


Conflict Resolution LANDMINE pg 75



Helping Your Student Navigate Conflict, SEAL Technique pg 76-78



Managing Conflict within Your Family pg 78



Creating Your Family Bullying Plan pg 86



Bullying – What to Say When pg 87



Conflict Resolution with Other Parents pg 89



Learning Pods pg 90-97

NEXT
WEEK:
CHAPTER 4:
THE MINDFRAMES
 FOCUS ON MINDFRAMES
FOR STUDENTS

Feedback may be sent to:
Tebra Page
Director of Pupil Services
TebraPage@solonboe.org
Fred Bolden
Solon Superintendent
FredBolden@solonboe.org

